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SUMMARY . _..-:.. ......

,-.———_

A study was made of the relationship between torsional .__.....
stress, strain, qnd permanent set for 18:8 chromium—nickel
steel in the annealed , half—hard,

. ....-“.-—-4-
and hard conditions. The ..__...~.~

influence of plastic extension, plastic torsion, and .an–
r:ealing temperature unon the torsional elastic p-iop”erties

..—-.-——..— ..-

is discussed. A comparison is made of these r.esul{fi ‘w-~th __=.._=_.._
those obtained in the study of the tensile e~astic proper- :7 -;
ties. ——.;-

A torsion meter of high sensitivity, es~ecially de–
signed and constructed for t’he present i.nves$iygatign, is

-, ,.—

d=sciibed. ‘Tubular specfmens having the op~~murn r.a}-~o’of---__~T~
wall thickness “to diampter were t~sted, The jrelationkhips
between mpan stress and torqu= and .b~tween’ m~an strain and -----

-.

angle of twist are given by equations derive~ w–ith cert%in
simple basic assumptions. . .-~ “-. .;-. ’.”--””::<

The influence of either prior extension;on ‘prior tor-
sion upon the shear proof str-ess and th”e sQe_qr modulus of
plasticity at zero stress is found ‘to be qui.$s. simijar” to .~, ‘--~~j.r
the inflw.ence of prior extiens’ion on the “tens$le procif””s~jeSs–
and the.tens-ile modulus. of elasticity at zei~ stress.

The --- ... .:

-inf.luenc-e of prior torshjn on the linear’ Stx<ss “coef.fic ien,t
of the ..shear.modulus ‘is sornfiwhat simtlar” to the Influence — ‘;
of prior extension on the linear stress co.ef.flicient of “the”

.._-= ..--—

tensile modulus. The influence of prior
,..-.

def~rmation on the ._~
corresponding quadratic Stre5s coeffi”ci~nts

f
f the’ respec-.. j. .=.<

tive maduli, however, is .dis’sim”ilar. ‘- -
i .-..

The torsional and tensile e’lastic ProPe~t”ies’ are in–. .~..._._.-l:=
fluenc”ed in a similar manner “by change in aa$ealing tern- ,____ ..;-;__;
perature. .:

!
.........-. ..mr--.—<.

The factors -involved in the variation o~ t%e torsiona$ ~,,~~~~:

elastic properties with prior extension, pri~r tor+:ipn,..an”d_ :,”- .=
annealing temperature are shown to be (a) internal s~es~, ; _:..---:—
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a

which may be either macroscopic :07 micro structural; (b)
work.hardening or lattice expansion, and (c) crystal
reorientation. *

,,

~NTRODUCTION ‘
— _—

During the past seven years , the National Bureau
of Standards has been studying properties of high-strength
aircraft metals , a project sponsored by the National
Advisory Commit_t-ee for Aeronautics. The previous reporti
of this investiflation (references 1, 2, and 3) discussed
the tensile elastic propertiesof metals with particular
reference to their elastlc strength and modulus oC..elas-
ti,city. A -oap-er.by the same authors (reference 4)’ de–
scribes the results of—an investigat~on, not sponsored by:;
the ,NACA, of—the tiensLle elastic properties of some metals
not included in the NACIL re>orts.

-. -~

...—u

—

—

aecause the boundary between elastfic and inelastic
_.—

strain is indefinite , it was found nec%seary to avaluate----
the elastic strength in t=ms of a number of indices,

●

tsrmed. IIproof etresses.li These are the stresses necessa~y
th cause permanent exten.eions of 0.001, 0.003, 0,01, 0.03, and z .-
0.1 percent. The tensilg stress–stiain line for many
metals is curved.; hence the tensile moduti of elastici~
cannot be expressed by a single nu-merit.al value but only
in ter”ms of several iqdices. The indices used in the pre–
vious reports are the modulus of elasticity at zero stress

~o and the linear and the quadratic s.tr~ss coefficients
of the modulus co and Cr. When ~hese various indices
are known , the tensile elastic properties of metals are
fairly well defined. In earlier investigat-i,ons studies
were made of the effect of plastic deformation and heat
treatment-upon the ~ensi.le elast”i~c “properties at’”bo’th &oom
temperature (refere”n-ces 1“ and 2) a’nd Sub-zero temperature
(reference 3)”. - - “’ ‘ : ‘“ ““L ““ “- ““ ‘“”

.,

In many stru”c”tures”.and machines, ””f”a’r’ces‘Mat set UA
large shearing stresses In drive .”shafts”’and ot”heh connect-
ing members are transmitted as torques. A knowledge of
the reaction of met”tils to pure shearing forces therefore
is desirable, Th”e ‘pha”se of: &h& investi’gatiah n“ow in prog–
ress deals with t-he shear elastic properties of di’ffer”ent

..—

... e— —-

——. -———
-

—
.+

——

high–strength aircraft metals based on tests ~f Khin t~hu- ...~:_
lar specimens .subjec,t+d to “torsional lo”ad”in”g:pr:oducming
shear.

,... .- ...”. ,:”=.-...... .. .. ,-..
,,

c
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●

!The present report discuss-es the results of t-arsion
tests of ste.e.ls of the 18-percent chrom~um and- @–percen%

* nickel type widely used-to fabricate higli-stren”gth mern%ers
for aircraft structures.. -The properties -considered- are

–.

shear proof stress , shear modulus of elasticity and its
.—

stress coefficients, and the variation of these ’indfcps - ‘-
with plastic extension,. plastic torsion, and heat treat—
ment , “ The fundamental $act.ors underlying ”-t,heresultE also
are discussed, Throughout this paper, .th_e terms “torsion[l
and llshe~rll will be used synonymously, “-

.,.,, ..

MATERIALS AND APPARATUS

Materials and Specimens’

The 18:8 chromi~m–nickel steel tubing was supplied in
three grades of hardness _annealed, .hal~-’hard, and hard.
The compositions of these ,metals are given,’iq table 14 The. _~.
thermal. and cold–working treatments applied in:the lab”or”a–.-
tory in some of.thes.e qpecimens qre. i.ndicated:in table II, ‘

*
The initial torsional pro,perties are found in-table III. . ._ ~

.. . ,’. .. ., ..

b .1.1.1the metal tubes were ‘of l-inch outside diameter
and 0, 1-inch .wall-.thtckne”s’s , nauinal size, Specimens were
cut -from these. .’tub~s.“ifito lengths of ab,out 15 inches and
the ends were squared in a lathe,. The specimens then were

—

cleaned thoroughly, after which the length, the diameter, .
and the weight of “each was accurately determined, - From
these data and from ‘density values meqsured on small sam-

-.

p.1.es of th- same “material, the average wall thickness of
each specimen was computed, “.

Apparatus

The machine “used for the torsion tests wasof the __
manually operated pendulum type having a capacity of
13,000 inch–pounds. T-he mounting of the specimen and tor- ~
sion meter for measuring strain is shown in figure 1. The
ends of the” tubes were reinforced by two steel plugs of
proper diameter, and the tube’s then were clamped firmly be-
tween w~dge–shape jaws,

A torsion meter ~f high sensitivity, especiallyde-
signed and constructed for measuri~g st.r”ain in this in”~es- -
tigation, is shown in detail in figure 2, It co-nsists of

.—.—

two s!milar rings A and Al (ring A’ is “not visible)
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#

spaced 2+ inches on centers , each. fastened to specimen S
by three setsc~ews B arid B1.. To ruing At is rigidly
attached a hollow ,meta.1.“cylinder . C., which .e.xtends over
ring A; there is’-a.slight. clearance. between cylinder C
and ring...~, .To cylinder, C . are. at-tziehed two ordinary
glass .pri#ms D - amd Df and to ring A t’wo ,g180s roof
,prisms E and ~t;. one set of adjac”ent ordi’nary and roof
prisms D and ‘E is diametrically opposifi to set D!
and Z! witih respea,t to spec!,me”n S. :Atier proper ad-
justment of t-he position of each set of p“r’isms, bhe.rela-
tive angular. motion of rings A and A’ .W?S rn.easured by
Tuckerman opttical. c”ollJm&tor (reference ~). The readinge
from both sets of pr.isrns.”were averaged to eliminate the
angnlar displacement due to any slight bending of the tu-
bular specimen that m“ay accompany appreciable plastic
straining.

.-

In order that the gage” lep-gth Q-ver which angular
.-

twist was to be measured could be set accurately, cyl-in-
de.r C ‘was held rigidly t-- ring A .by three screw-s (not
shown).at positi.~n F while. the torsion m’e”ker”was b~-$ng
attached to the-.tubular specimen. T?,ese “stizkws w,ere re– *-
moved. before. t=he test. A.l”though- readlh’gs could be taken
only over a shear-strain range of less than 1 percent ~ur- -
ing a single s,etting of the t~rsion” meter , it was po6eible z
by resetting the. meter,” wtih the a-id”bf-.the t’lir”ee”place—
ment screws at F, *O extend indefinitely the range over
which stra.i.ns could be peasured. ‘: . ‘-”

--

.

The smal.~est divis.ien on tie coliimatir scale repre–
sents a relatfve angular motien’of th.etwo ririg6 of 0,0002
radian , whichcorr.esponds to a change in. strai-n of less
than 0.004 percent, By means. of a.vernier. on the coll~ma–
t-or scale, changes in strain could be measured directly
to less than 0.0002 percent, —

MEASUREMENT OF STRESS, STRAIN, AND PERMANENT SET IN TORSION ;

,, M~th~d..of” Te”st
. .,.

.- . . . .

In order to investigate the relationship between
stress, strain, and permanent sek–for .a metal undergoing
shear , a tOrSiOII&l Str-s—set curve and a correlated tor—
sion stress—st-r+in ’curve were dstekmined. For this purpose. ,
tihe specimen was loaded and unloaded ‘cyclically in torsion
to progressively greater values “Qf t.cirque until a plastic
shear slnrain or torsion set “-of.about 0.1 per”cent hid be:en , ‘-
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r:eached. - The minimuq .v,alue @ .torque. (un:~oaded state ) in
eac”h’cycle was 180 .~.nch;pounde. ,” By plot.t i.qg .t.h.emaxim-urn
shear “stress for ..each cycle. agaiqst” the .c-o”rresponding”
total shear strain, a torsional stress—strain curve was
obtained.. -.By .plotti ng”the,, niaximum shear stress for each
cycle “against the co~responding ,va&ue of “total pla~t”ic- .-

shear obtained af ter reducing the .tiorque to 180 lnCh-
pounds, a torsioqal stress-set”curv~ was obtained;- This
procedure is analogous to that used-in” the investigation
of the tensile elastic properties of metats (references 1
to 4). . ,,.

,.
In obtaining such correlated curves~ it was important

to adhere to a carefully predetermined time,schedule. For
a series of cycles, the. rates of loading and unloading
were about the same for each cycle; The maximum and mini-
mum loads for all cycles. were each maintained for a period
of 2 minutes. Torsion-.m~teT readings were ,othtaine~ at the
beginning of t“h-e..ee.r~~esof cycles. and at- the end ~ each
2-minute holding per3.od,

—

,,. -. .--— --

The total torsional set or total plastic shear at the
end of any cycle (180-i..n.–lb load). was computedfrom the
difference between the meter ~eqding at the end of such
cycle and the reading “at ,:+-$,e,b.e.ginn,ing .of the series of
loading cycles. The torsional set “o’rplast”ic shear 6%- “’”:
tained during a ‘ei.~gl.~--&yc,~e,,>&=eQuiya,lent,,:to the diff”er-–
ence between th.e:..po:siti,v.eq~d..$,he qe~a~i.ye ,tors”ional creep

.LL——

occtirring during ‘the oyGl~. ..~,Po6iti:ve ~reep will-occur .

while approaching.and mai,nt.a.in;~g,.ttie“u-pper load; ?iegative
creep will occur while approaching and .rnaintaining the -
lower load. The total strain for &ny” load was ‘comptited
from the difference bettieen the torstop-meter reading at
that load and the reading ai the .heginni.ng of the series -
of cycles .

.. .—..—
. . ,... . . .. . ,. —

Im order to investigate the ‘influenq~ Of p%ior ’plastic
torsian on the torsional stress-set and stress-deviation
curves , after the determination of the initial curves , some
specimens were twisted plastically by numerous successive
increments of plastic shear until definite s“igns or–buckling
of the tube were noted. Correlated torsional stress-strai”ri ‘—
and stress—set curves were’ obtained after each inc.reme-.nt
of plastic shaari Some of these increments were equivalent
only to the plastic shear obtained in the tests upon which
the previous stress-set curve was based~ other=: were much
larger , Between these increments of--pl”asi,i~ shear, the —

specimen was allowed to rest after unloading before deter—
m~ning the stib’sequent ’stress-set ,&nd stress-s.tra~n curves,

,,, .,
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The duratiion of such a !Irest”Intervalf’ has a. pronounced
influence upon the form of the st.ress~set and stress—
deviation curves derived from su~sequent measurements.

Certaiq.changes will occur in the test 6pecimen dur—
ing the rest interval, as evidenced by negative shear
creep -during this” period. This creep is analogous to tihe
ne,g’ati%”e.crtiep in tension occurring ’during rest between
e.uccessive .t.e,qsil,eloadings oea specimen.
,..,

Th~. pri~r p“lastic” torsion for any one series of cyclee
will be defined as, the ~ifference in shear strain , as
obtairied at the 180–inch-pougd load, at the heg+nning of
that- 6eries an~.at the be~l.nnirig af..the fir6t eeriee,
Sirice ‘the ‘torsiOn “meter was re%bt after each series -of-
cycles, the prior plastic torsion actually was measured as
the..sum of the total torsion sets given the specimen prior
to that meriesij. The termG lt~rior plastic tmrsion,l’ llplae-
tic torsion,” and l~rior tors~anll are used synonymously In
this report.

. .
Calculation of Stress and Strain Values

and Presentation of Resulti

Sinc,e t“he.,ttibi”ng”.se-lected for tenet w“,a$’o~ “ap~reciable
thickness in order to pertii~ large ahoun”ti of pl~stic shear
without buckling, ~h~n~h”e~r”stress and therefore the shear
strain~,.incrpased sornewh”at--from the inner to the outer per- .
tions ,of’th”e wall.” , , -.

An exact determination of -the shear stress iLt-any ra–
dius is possible (reference 6), buticomplicated, since the
distribution of stress along a radius is dependent upon.
the form of the shear stress-strain cur,ve. of the rnet%”l”.
The shear str”ain or t’orsion set ‘Y, at radius r is given. .
by the re-lation, -,, .

Y=? . . (1)
,,’ ,.. ,,. . .. . ,.,.

wh:ere 8“ isthe’ angle of twist “produ”c”eil“in gage len’gth i.
,. ,,

,. .

Method’s “of approx~m~tion, b“asid” an””-some-s-imp-l~~ylhg
assumption~ , generally “are used ‘to”:tLe.terMine the shear
stress and strain. In this report~:the. methc@, ch~sen
(reference 6) was based on the calcfilahion of t+.e stress
and strain f,n t-he m“ean fiber on the””assumption that both
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stres~-es and.strains increase. linearly bith the distance
from the axis of the tube, as they do in the .=lastic case,
The fdllowing nota”tio”n is’ used: ~~

M applied torque, inch-pounds —

D outer diameter of tube

t thickness of tube ,-. —
. .

D–t
r mean radius = -—

2

the shear. stress
. .

.2’M

[

1’
T = —’-— —-—-——L—

-n Da t l— 2;+2
,( 1&)2

L ~1

..
.-. .

(2)

and the shear strain —

~=zz:=g
(.
1-:) .“ ~~ ‘“ .-(3)

—.,.

It can be shown t.hat.for t/D = 0,12 %he stresses
so calculated would not” differ by more than 1A percent
from any stress extatii.ng in the wall and that the “stresses
at the” me_an fiber calculated from equation “(3) could not
be in error by more than 1.5 percent. Since torsional de–
formation of a tubular specimen ‘produces only negligible
changes in the dimensions of the tube, values of stress, :
strain, and set were based upon original dimensions. — .

By the use of tubes having nominally constant values
-.

of t and D, a comparison of values of stress and strain
obtained with different specimens would be valid, nothwith—
standing the form of equation (2) or (3). “.Shear stress-set
curves were derived from values of shear .stress and torsion
set calculated by equations (2) and (3.). —

The shear stress–stra”in relationship is best studied
by use of the shear stress–deviaticn curve.. Such a curve
is obtained by plotting againsY the shear stress, not ~~~___-._. ..=>
total shear strain,but the difference letween the total
shear strain produced at the maxi~um load for each cycle
and a strain for a corresponding load comput-d on the basis
of an assumed constant value of the sheE.r modulus .of elas—
ticity, These differences represent deviations of th~
actual stress-strain curve from a straight str~ss—strain
line the slope of which ~s.based on th~ chosen value-of the
modulus.” With a suitable choice of the assumed value of

-.



.

the modulus; tH”&-:&t&~-ss-deviat ian ctirve gives a very
sensitive :.r~presetitat ion”fif ”-the variation of- s“”trairiwith —
stre66 . ... . . .. –..4._

Accuracy of Set anti Strain Vtilues
●

As previously noted, valu&e”tif ati?ain an~ set are
determined from readings made at each upper and lower
load. During &he making of s-n measurement, any
deviation from the seiected load setting will introduce
an error in the test because of a resultant cha”nge in
elastic strain. This deviation will “depend upon the
accuracy of reading the dial, the ability of tih6”festing-
machine operator to ad~ust and maintain the Load during
measurement , and the frictional turque of t-he bearings
between the pendulum’ and t“he specimen. Because of the
high gear ratio” in the l~ading mechanism and the use af
ball bearings be-tween the pe-ndulum and the tipecim~n, “-
errors due h the two factors last”.mentionp.d are negli-
gible. BY use of a vernier on the” lo”a”ding ~cale, shear-
stress variations of abouti 70 pounds per square inch
cculd be detected. If a shear modulus of 11,000,000 c
pcmnds p~.r .s~uare ‘inch” is assumed, this value corresponds
to a shear-strain error -of shout 0.0006 percent. Such ‘.
an e“rror will b~ minimized when a number of experimental c

points ai!e used in fairing the stress-set and the stress-
deviation ‘curves: The ac-~ual errors do “not appeir suffi–

\
cient to.’invalidate the conclusions drawn from the tests.

,
.

INFLUENCE Ol? PLASTIC EXTENSION ON TORSIONAL iCLASTIC

pR-OE’ERTIIZS OF ANNEALED 18:8 CHFfO~IUH-NICKEL STEEL

.-

The- torsional elastic properties cif”18:8 chr”omium–
nickel steel, determined for the material in the as–
received conditions, d~s,ignated annealed. TA, llalf–
hard TB, . an”d hard TC ar,e listed in table “III. The
determination ‘tif th”ese valReG is discus~ed laker. ~

In order to. obtain this alloy in-i.nt”erme~iate skrigcsof
cold work; a series of’’har~-grade specimenq were .tre:a$ed
as follows : ““They’w6re iriitially softened by heating to
19000 F ‘and water quenchi_n”g; ““thtihetiting.it 198.do ~ com–
pletely dissolv~d allcar%ides and the su”bsequenti--~uen-ch–
ing prevented their”r +pr.ecfpi.tat;i on at th~”’grain hound-.
aries. The material so treitad was less hard t-ban the
annealed material &s ~ecei’ved~: “B~”usifig “the ““initially
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hard—grade material, structural unifbfmity was assured;
S,one of the specimens thus tbeated were then .extenddd
different amounts in a tension-testing machine; these
extensions wer~ 0.5, 110, 2.0, 3.0, 5,0, 10.0, and 20,0
percent. The steel reinforcing-plugs later required in
the torsion tests” were inserted, in th~ ends of these
specimens prior to these extensions, Careful measurements” .
were made of the extension and of the average diameter of
the reduced section of. each tube. The tests of this ser–
ies of sp.pcimens and of an unextended annealed specimen
will next be considered,

Torsidnal. Elastic Strength as Influenced
,,.

by .Prior Plastic Zxtension
.,,..,

Shear stre.ss>s.et, curves and. correlated stress–
deviation curves.,-.der:iv.ed fr.o,m torsion tests made upo”n the
s-oecimens previously extended various amounts , are shown
in the upper and lower rows, .res.pectivi=ily, of figure ~.
Only single .curves,uere ~btained~f-o.r. each s“pecimen. ~~The
percentage of prior tensile.ext?nsiog given each specimen
after annealing is indicated on th.e.aorrespondi~ng cuive.

.-..

In. the lower, Dortt.on. of the figure, ab.eci.ssas. represent ..
values. 0$. t.ars.i.o.nal..$etas der@e.d by equat-ig:n (3.); the
scale.,of; ,a.bs.ci~sas’;is indicated and .expre~s.e.d:as percent
t-orslon- (strain), “The ordi.na,tes. represe.n.t.shear “stress,
which is- com,puted. by using equ-a.$ion .<2..)and is based on
the dimensions of each speciri:en after” pyior.: exten.s.ion. .

The. stress-set curves show that the highest values o-~”
shear stress over the. indicated ranges of permanent set
were obtained for the specimens haying the largest, “prior
extensions. The slopes of these curves over the lower. ‘
stress range, however , vary in a different manner; ~he
steepness of these curves decreases _progressivelY. for the
initial stages of prior extension and then increases dur—
ing. subseou”ent stages. The shemar proof stresses. 60rre-
spending- .to selected values. of plastic ~hear O? far.s~i~n
set, termed ‘tproof sets,tt were -determined from stress-set
curves . The values of proof set selected were .0.0.01, .
0.003, 0.01, 0.03, “and. 0.1 percent; these values: are
numerically the oame as thos~ used in ,the,d~termination,.
of..the tensile proof stresses of metal:. . .,

—

.
. . . .!The v.aria.tion of -shear proof. stresses with prior ex– -.

tension for these specimens is shown ,in figure “5;- The. .
b proof-stress curves for 0.01-, 0.03-, and o-l-percent . _
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set- rise .continmously with increasing valu- of ~r ior
ext-ensio”ti. The curtefor O’.001-percent proof set, how–
ever ,decreases to & minimum for small values of e~~naion
and rises only slightly with further extension; itis
thus qualitat-ively similar to the corresponding curve for
tensile -proof st~es”s (references 1 and 2) .

In r~ference 4 it was noted tha~th~ oscillations In
the tiensile proof–sbress–extehsi.on curves might be attribu-
ted to variations” of one or more kin”ds of intirnal strr?se.
As shotin %y Heyn and Bauer (reference 7) ahd by Masing (ref- .
.=rence 8), the int-ernal stresses induced by plastic defor-
mat ions are of three kinds. The first kind, which is re–
ferred. ti in this report---and in “*reference 4 as macroscopic
internal stress, is caused by nonuniformity of plastic
deformation in different parts of a C$OSS section. such
internal stress tends to lower the observed elastic strength.
The ‘seco-nd kind, referred to as micro-structural stiress, is
caused by initia-1 differen”-aes in the resistance to $lastic

“deformation of”yariausly Orient-ed grains or ho differences
in the strength of: different microconstituehts; this typ~
occurs” when the metal is stressed beyond its yield strength. L
Masing has attri.but~d th= cause of the Bauschinger’ effect

.and of n~abive creep tu t-he second type of in-ternal s~ress; ,
that 1s, it tends” to increase thk resistance to deform~tiion
of- the metal in the direction of. previous loading and to
decrease the resistance in the oppos”ite -detection. There

is 5ome ’evidence , howeveti, that- the influ~nce of microstruc-
tural.stress .i& very similar to the influence of--macroscopic
int-e~nal 6“tress’,”

.-.

The third kind of internal st’res”s described by FIeyn
~nd Masing is associated with space—lattice changes involved
in work hardenifig. It has b~en shown by Smith an-d Wood 1

(reference ‘9) that ”plastic extension”of iron-causes the
existence-:-of a three-dimensti”nal expti’nsion after rem”oval of
the ~t%ess-.: This type of ititernal, stress canno”t”-be” ~otally
elirn’inat’e~aixcti pt. by recrystallizat ion;”” !Tlie-r~is ‘s“~m~

.—

evidenci= th~’t the-l”attice expansion increase% l“inear-l”y-with
increasing “p,l”astic”deformation. Th.e’-ldtfikce expah”sion is
asso~”iated” “with one’ OT more Btructiuial’ ch”a-fig”~“(other than
change of””’~’ryst”a”l=”oiientitiofi]”occ~;~rig”””during work
hard”inin~:, “suc~”e%” S:li-p”‘o’n”crystal”: planes”, grain fragmen—
&tion; and so”forfih:: ‘-l!here”is ‘SOm&: “evi”dence that-the
Bausc,hinger e-ffac% i>:~art~y O-r”wholl”y- dune to lattice ex-
pansion. ,In the prese,nt report, as in earlier reports ,
the term internal”, stress doe6 not appl”y to””st=re”sses due to
space-latti”ce cha-nges . ~The i.n~ltience of spa”ce-”L&i-iice

,,,
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.
changes “– that is; the lattice–expansion factor (the term
work-hardening factor also has been used ia previous

● papers) - will be deferred to f~equently in this report;
.,.,... .-

:Th~ increase ,in macroscopic or microstructural in-
ter”nal stress,, after slight plastic deformation, probably
predominates in causing the initial lowering of” the 0,001–
percent shear proof stress as shown iU figure 5,

----
“At

. greater values of prior exten6ion, however, the subsequent
rise of the O.001—percent proof stress probably i-s du”k””to
the predominant influence of the lattice—expansion factor.
The progressive rise of the proof–stress curye.s for .0.01–,
0.03-, and O.I—percent set is a manifestation of the pre—
dominance of the lattice–expansion “factor thLrough the -.
qntire range of prior extension. As separate specimens
were used at each value of extensYon, the influehce of
varying rest intervals and extension spa.cin’g was n“ot a con—
trolling’ factor. Theref”orP , significant fluctuations in
the proof–stress curves do not occ”ti. —

,.

In reference 2; the work–fiar’dening in~ex of a metal ,
was empirically defined as the ratio of the O.,1-percent

, tensile proof stress measured after v—percent extension to”
that obtained before ext-nsion. This ratio for the an–
nealed alloy was found to be 1.?.4, The ratio determinedb
in a similar manner for the O.I–percent shear proof stress
is 1.’70. Com-putat.ions based on work by I?adai (reference
10) would indi.cat.e that a O.1–percent tensile strain causes
shear strain in the direction of the maximum shear stress
about equivalent to that caused by a 0.15—percent torsion
strain (reference 6), Although values of plastic torsion -
as great as 0.15 percent were not obtained during any sin–
gle setting of the torsion meter, the nearly horizontal “
slopes of the stress—set curves above O.10—percent tors,ion
(fig. 3) would indicate that tha ratio for.the C1.15-percent ~

.to.rsion”proof. stress would not differ- greatly from the
““value of “1.70. This fact suggests. that tensile a-ridtorsion
stress—set. measurem’~nts give similar values for the work— —

hardening ind&x..
. .

.

,

As shown in table 111, the values of shear proof stress
fo,r the half–hard an~ the hard alloy are significantly
gre,ater’.than t-hose obtained for the m6tal ext~nded 2Q per-
cent. As previously ooted, the values of shear proof stress
‘for. the mater”ial annealed in the laboratory were lower than
those for the material as,.received. It is not known whether
this difference is attributable to a difference in annealing
temperature used in the two cases or to a, possible finishing
treatment gtven the as–received annealed material i~””--
straightening rolls or dies that would impart cold work,
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qffect o~ Plas Hc Extensi ofi on Shear Stress—Deviation Curve

An incomplete view of-the,elastic properties of a r

metal is obtti~ by considering only the relation between
stress and the residual .defor”mat ion aft-r the ap~lied
stress is released. The influence of stress On the accom- .

panying to-l strain and- on the elastic straia should algo
be considered. These relationships are revealed by the
stress–deviat$oncurves and by sub”seqiie-ntly derived ‘curves
and indices. . ... .

.’
In the uppEr por”tionof figure 3, ths broken-line ‘

.curves .representti eviation values calculated f-rem stiress
and strain rnsasurementis by the” method described in the pre-
ceding section, using an assumed value of 11X106 pounds
per squar= inch for the shear modulus, The solid–line
(correct=e=d) curves were derived from” the broken—lin= curv-s
by d?ducting v.alues ’:otiset o.bta~ned from correspoziding
shear st=s—set---cuveses immediately below. Abscissas re-p–
rf?sent~alues of deviation; the scale o--abscissas is indi–
cated and ~-xpr”essed in percent torsion (strain). Th+ C,Or-
rf?cted shear st-res$-deviati.on lin~s are generally curved, c
Lndicatin’g a“d’ecrease, of the m~itulus of elasticity wi,th
increase inst’ress. With”an increa.s- in thti value of prior
extension, the--general slope of thi? corrected curve de–

.
#

cr”i?ases, t-bus “indicating a corresponding decrease of the
mean value of the mOdUIUS . The relationship betwe+-n the
curves is better revealed by the,,derived”.diagrame (figt3.
4+nd 6).

V~riation of Shear Modulus with $tress

as Influenced by Ylastic Extension

The shear secant- modulus, given by the ratfcr of
stress to elastic strain, is used in this report to study
the variation of the shear modulug of, ela”st~c”itY wl~h
different stresses. The ten”sile secant* modulus was used
in the previous reports to study t-he influence of several
factors on t-hp variation of Ycung’s modulus wit-h stress.

The “variation & t-he sbe.ar secanti moilu”lus of elas-
ticity with stress derivpd from the corrected stre88–
deviation curves in f-igur~ 3 are shown in figure 4. ~ The
prior extension in percent, gt?en each spe~i.men, $S fndi-
cated on the corresponding CUrVe. . i
-. —— —

*This modulus” differs from.k frequently u~ed eecant modu-
lus based on the variation ”of- total strain with 6tres8. ,

n
1:
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The points indicated in figure 4 do not correspond
to stresses at which. strains were measured, but to se–
lected points on the corrected shear stress-deviation
curves for which the secant moduli were evaluated.

With the exception of the curve for 5–percent exten–
sion, the lines are vertical over the lower part of the
stress range., The curve for 5-percen,t exjension shows a
continuous decrease in modulus with increase in stress.
The curvature of the shear stress-modulus lines at the
higher stress values indicates a slight d,ecrease of the
modulus values ..

The shear modulus at zero stress Go may be -deter-
mined directly from the shear stress-modulus line by ex-
trapolating to zero stress (references 2 and 4) . When
the modulus line is straight, the variation of the secant
modulus of shear G with shear stress S may be repre-
sented by

G = Go – kS (4)

The constant k is the cotangent of the angle o.f “
slope of the shear stress—modulus line.

,-.=
It has been found ““-

mare convenient to express equation (4) in t_he form of . .—.----—

G= Go(l -“cos) ..
(5)

where co = k/Go represents the l~n~ar stress coefficient
—

of the secant modulus.

When the torsional stress–modulus line is curved
from the origin, the stress coefficient of the m“odulus
co according to equation (5) would no longer be constant
but would vary with stress. 3y adding anoth~r term to
equation (5), such a stress-modulus line may be more cor-
rectly represented as —

G = Go(l – COS – C!S2) (6)

where co and C 1 are both constant. The constant Cl
is the quadratic stress coefficient of the modulus and is
an index of the curvature of the stress-modulus line. Use
of the second coefficient Cl’ will be made in the discus-.
sion of some of the test results in this report. In fig-
ure 4, however , the values of Cl would be small and

“ therefore were not deriv~d.2
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Value-s of co are indicated (see fig, 4) by a“num~er
adjacent to each ~-tres”s~modulus line: The value of
for each stress–modulus line’is

‘C!
“indicated by the. inte”rsec— I

tion of t-hat lin+ with the &xis of abscissas.
,-

“ It is evident”” that””values of’: CO”L.,:&nd C! change ac-
cording to variatfori,s, in t,he:foqrn of .,the.cor,r~cted stres””s–
deviation curvej”;.,The “:gener.~l-equi-t.fon for: this curve as
derived fr”om ’’e-qtia&ti’(6) ,is .’ .- - .-::

., :.,.,“. ...

... ~.= @;”=
S/ GO(l–COS-c~S”:’)” , , (7)

where 6 is the ,corrected shear s train---- As the linear and
quadratic tekms. kre ‘slnal,l.c.ompared w.ikh.uility !.e~uati.o.n .(_?).._”___..,.4,.-.. —.
may be writte’h as, .,F-, . .,x.-.- .- :“’ .—

(a)

Since the strain corresponding to the t~~t to the stress-
strain line at the origin is S/G. , the deviat~on cd from
this tangent is ,.. . !

,

When the stress –mod”ulus lin=. is “straight, Ct is Eero
and the lasli t-erm in the parentheses ,of.equa.Lio_n (5) @3s.ap-
pe,ax.s:.-,..Th& @.t-ress-de- riatLon relk.”t”ionship ,corresponding to
a straight’ stress—modulus line, the-refor~is represented
by

cd = CO “S2/G0 (lo)

.

which is the equation O- quadratic parabola; When. Co
is zero and the derived stress—modulus line- is curved,
equation (9) becomes

G’S 3/Goea=

which is the equation for a cubic parabola.
,“

It i-s possible- thati -the- .s”h’e~rs.t”xe”~e-devlatlon cu?rves
are more accurately .r~pr&sen@tL by equa~n~ of. a tif-erent
form, invqlving additional p-olynomial. -$e.rms ,

-,
or by. a..math P-

mat ical expression of a cliff--rent type.
s-,

If the ne~”
Linearity & the drrived stress-modulus, curves is consid–
ered, however , use of &he empirical e~uat ions is justified. .
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Influence of Plastic Zxt.ensioa on . .
..

S-hear, M-odulus of E1.a’sti city”” .

Figure 6, based. on the values of GO and CO de-
rived from the ‘curves in figure ~, shows the variation.. .,
of Go and co with prior ~,lastic extension. of the an-
nealed alloy. Abscissas, represent plastic extension i~
percent , The ordinate scale on th~ left–hand marginr~p-
r~sents values of the shear nodelus at zero stress Go
plotted in the upper curve. The. scale of values of co
plotted in the lower burve is.’found on the right–hand
margin. . .

The shear modulus of elasticity ‘o decreases gen-
erally with increase of priar extension, (fig. 6.), The _..-–
value of

co was zero in every case except for the 5-. . ..—.

percent extension. Th~ positive value of CO indicates

that the corresponding stress–deviation .~urve in figure 3
is not linear over the lower stress range. . Such devia—
tion from linearity is not apparent .in figure 3 and was,
measurable only when t“he cur,ve was drawn “to”the m“uch
larger scale used for the original dia’grams. : N.o great

.

significen:ce sh&ld be attached, .theref”ore, to, this s~”ngu--
..=

b
la~” deviation” Im’.t%e co exte-ns,i.onucur~v.e,,,.’p-r~ortensile .
extension daes..i-nTluence the values. “of G,~.“’but has-little
influence: on- C’o. “ “ “<”- “: . ..””.. — .

..
....:. . .-----,.

.- .., . .

Influence cf. Various Factors ‘upon ‘l?orsional and !Pensile

Elastic Properties as Aff.~cted. by Plastic Extension

In refi~renc~s 2 and 4 it was rioted that th~ variation
of the tensile elastic properties with extension o.r with
annealing temperature could be directly associated with
three important factors: nam+ly,’ (a) internal stress, which
may be either macroscopic or micr.ostructural; (b) lattice–
Pxpansion or work—hardening factor; and (c) crystal reori-
entation. The first twc factors were described previously
in this section. The term crystal reorientation as used
in this paper implies the Change from a state of. random
orientation to a preferred state after appreciable deformat-
ion. This change may have a prc.nounc~d influence upon
the elast,ic properties of many metals”. —

.
—.

Increasing macroscopic or” mi,c.rostructural internal
stress will tend to decrease the tensile proof stresses”

b
and increase the tensile “modulus of elasticity and its lin-
ear and quadratic stress coefficients co and C1. An
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increase in the lattice expan8ion is accompanied by an in–
crease in the tensile proof stresses and a decrease in tihe
tensile modulus of elasticity and its stress coefficients.

The influence of the crystal-orientation facko~ is
revealed only by variation -of=--themodulus of elasticity;
apparently it has little influence upon co, c’, or t-he
other eleistic properties. Its influence is dependent upon
the d“i.r”ectional variation of the modulus of elasticity with
resp+ct to the-principal crystal axes and upon the preferen-
tial crystal ‘orientation found in the met-l” after appreciable
cold work. Detailed discussions of this sub~ect are given
in ref-erences 2 and 3.

The variation of the several elastic properties with
prior extension, with prior torsion,. or with annealing
temperature will “dep”end upon the relativ= dominance of
these several _factors.

The shear- modulus at zero -stress Go (f&g, :) and the
tension modulu-s at zero stre”ss E. (reference 2) f%r the
annealed 18 : 8 alloy, in general, deCrt3aBe “progreeelvely $
with increasing plastic” eXtenf3i0n. This decrease is at-
tributed in both cases to tli~ predominant influence of–t-he
lattice–expansion factor; rt hak “beeri noted “that t-he pro- a
.gressive increase .Gf &he- ti-orsional proof’ “’stresses wit-h

--

prior ex~mrion. as shown i.fit-kc curves f’or-”0.01- to O.l&
percent set of. figure 5 can be- attribut%-d to””&he”-pred.o~i-
nant influence of -lattice expansion. A similar relabion–
ship has been found for tensile proof stresses.

In tension tests, in which single annealed specimmns
were .given a ser..ies gf successive extensions, the influ—
ence of these factors and of rest interval and extension
spacing was eyi.lenced by the fluctuations of the proof
stresses , the modulus at zero stress E() and its st~ess
coefficients, Co and Cl. Such fluctuations are not
———_——___ —

*The second report—(r~ef.e.r.ence 2) was based on rn~asure-.
ments obtained’ wit-h an extensomete,r., which, though normally
direct re-ading, was found. “later to contain a fixed ca.libra— “- -
tion error; the, extensome~r assembly previously had been
altered in an unorthodox manner.. Knowledge of this ~rror
was obtained only after the report was first published. It
is necessary, therefore,. in order to.s.ecure proper ,q-..ant.i,ta-
tive data from this report to study an important errata sheet
that should accompany all copies. !he .correct.io.ns indicated ‘ .:
by this errata sheet are quitie. simpla, igvolving only the
multiplication of some modulus values by a fixed correcthn
factor; this ”change does not affect qualitatively. the results ‘
or conclusions given in the originelreport.
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evident in.figures 5 and 6, As previously stated, the
gradual increase of internal stress with. increasing e-x-t6n—
sion (fig. 5) is. evidenced by its depressing influence
upon the shear proof stresses for th- low-r values OY set. ‘“- .
This effect has been noted also ,in tens ton: rn~asurements.

In tension tests of the annealed 18:8 all~y, it was
noted that “the linear and the quadratic strPs_s coefficients
differed considerably for different degrees of prior exten–
sion. In torsion tests, the linear stress coefficient co
is zpro over n~arly the whole extension range (fig. 6);
whereas Cl, as .evidsncf?d by the slight curvature of the
stress—modulus lines .(fig. 4); is small. This difference
in valu~s obtained in tension and torsion tests is not
wholly accounted for by differ-rices in the two test pro—
cadures , It is probable that plastic extension influ~nces
the torsion coefficients to a somewhat lesser degree than
it does the tension coefficients. In tension measurements ,
Co firs.t. increas~d, owing to the predominant influenc~ of
increasing internal stress, and later decreased., owing to
the predominant influence. af lattice expansion. The in–

● ternal-str~ss factor evidently predominated only in the
very early stages of extension in causing a rapid ris- af
cl, which then decreas~d morp gradually to z~ro within 12— “-:

. to 16–percent extension.

Th~ crystal-orientation f%ctor, which exprts a pre– .
dominating influ~nc~ only after large. extensions, is evi— ._
dented in t+nsion tests in the later rise of the modulus
curves of such materials as monel metal, Inconel (referencp
2). nickel, and co%per (refer~nce 4) but not in the curves
of 18:8 chromium—nickel steel (references 1, 2, and 4).
The-range of .pla,stia extena.ion in the present torsion
tests, however, is insufficient to cause ‘any appregiabl”e
crystal reorientation.

INTLU%CE OF PRIOR PLASTIC TORS1ON ON TORSIONAL ELASTIC

PitOPERTIES OF 18:8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

Extension causes cylindrical deformation of the poly–
crystalline alloy if th~ t-nsion is applied without trans-
verse restraint . In the cold dr’awing or rolling of bars ,
additional t’ran.sverse restraint is applied, Tensile load-
ing can be shown to be equivalent to the simultaneous ap-

plication of a volume- expan~ion force and -shearing forces

along planes situated at an angle of approximately 54°44’
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with respect. &the- direc. t”fon.‘of loading-. It was. co”n”s”id-
ered .of int-crest , therefore, tm. stu”dy the influence” of
plas:t.i,c“shear alone upon the turs ional elastic. properties ,

of the 18:8 alloy. . .

The test procedure was similar to t-hat used in the
previou,s .-investfig’atioa otithe effect- of prior extension

..,-

upon the tensile elastic properties of metals (references
1 to 4). This procedur+consists in obtaining correl’at.e-d
torsional stress–set and. Stress –.deviattion curves fram
t-st--data for a sin”gle specimen, in thp as-received condi-
tion and aft~r, impa~tin’g successive. predetermined incre-

—

cents of plastic torwio n’. .The. mk”t-hod of determining indi-
vidual torsional stress-set or stress—deviation. curvps is
d.~scr ibed in:a precedirg sectia.n. This procedure was fol–
lowed f or the. annealed, the half–hard, “and the hard 18:8
chrotnium–nickel steel.

..

In tension”: tests , the range of tbk .p~ast”ic extkne ion
ovpr” which elastic properties. were ‘measured wa~’ limited to
thp range of uniform contra ct.inn of ‘the specirs-ns. In
torsion tests, howkver , no .signif.ica”nt change “occurs in the ,

“cross section of the tube. The” limitation to uniform de–
formdt.ion will be shear fracture} or buckling or helical” de–
formation (re-~erpnce 6) ..because- of”e-la~.t-ic or ~las”tic in– “
stability.

,,. .,-..’. . ..-’” :
The Use CIf .thick~walle d.tu”b.ihg, ‘as indicated” in a pre -

ceding section, would decrease both. th~. uniformity of strnss
distribution .and. tha “accuracy ””of .de-tSrmining the mean strnss.
These considerations led to ‘acompr’omise - in a value of- 0.1
for the ratio of wal”l thickness-to tube diameter, . In the
present invest- igat ion, obs”ervabl~ helical def orma~on wks
found t~--b-~ t“he only limitation to tihe iang~ of un.if orm
clefo~mat ion. .. . ..,.

Effect of 12rior Plastic Torsion upon Torsional 31as Hc

Strength “of Ann&a l”kd “18:.8 Chromium-Nickel Steel

Shear stress-iteviation and sbress-set curves are shown
in. the upper and lower rows, respectively, of figure 7, ‘as
obtained after various’ increments. of “~lastic. .torsioti of a
specimen of the as—received ann~ab& allu~, “The or ig”in of
=ach curve is. sh.if”ted ti-”th~ right a.constant distantip- from ,

. the--origin of th-” preceding curve. ~ach.”-curve thus has Its
own scale”of abscissa- s.- “. “ - ‘. ..

.

1
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.The curves from left to right were obtained consecu-
tively after i“riteryening (varying)” amounts of pr”ior.plastic
shear , Some .of th,ese shear increments were .lar.ge; othe-rs

““were. equivalent only- to the plastic shear obtain”~d in de-
termining ‘th.e.previou”s “shear stress-s~t curve. .Be~-we-en. ‘
increments of torsion, the specimen was allows ‘to rest be-
fore determining the subsequent stress-strain an-d stress–
set curves. The duration of such. a rest interval will
have a pronounced influence” upon the form of the ‘stress-
set and. str’ess—deviat ion curves derived from subsequent
measurements .

In making a series of torsion tests of a specimen,, a
total plastic’ shear of a~out 0.1 percent was” usually” o%-
tained during the initial test. After a res~ intervalof
about 30 minutes, a second series of load cycles “was ap-
pli~d to the specimen and a somewhat gr4ater t~tal plasjic .
shear was obtained. Occasion”~lly, following a similar
rest interval, a third series of measur~ments was made
during which a large total. plastic shear was obtain_.td___ ,
The introduction of a third test “in a series, a procedure

.
that was -not followed in the measurement of tknsile elas–
tic properties, was made in those cases where the time

. schedule permitted; it enabled’ the secur,ing of adflitio”nal
useful .t.est.d’at,awithin a given total time interv-al with-
out. influencing the re,sults obt-a-ined from other “tests in
the se”r.ie?s. Following this ya.ir o.r tri”o o! tests, the
specimen was all.o.wed to rest for a period ‘of 18. hours or
longer and the. lentire procedure .w”asrepeated. This sch~d–
ule was continued u~til helical, deformation ‘of the test .
specimen occurred”.

..” “-

Certain changes will occur .inthe test spScime_n ~ur–
ing a rest interval as evidenced by negative torsional

“ creep during. this period. Any’”v”ar$atibn in ‘temperature
——

with time aftar previous pla’s’tic.”sh’e’a~r, a“lihopgh “effecting
a change”.of dimensions of the specimen, will ‘not c~use any
change in, the torsion—meter readings. Since elastic shear–.
ing strain causes no change in volu-me,-ne stibsequent “ther—

.-

mal creep. occurs (reference “1)1 Torsional negative creep
probably is associated, only with changes in lattice .expan– . ___
si~n following preceding plastic. torsion.

. . .
,.. The pr.i.or torsions are not indicated in figure 7. The

curves are numbered consecutively, however , and the per—
. centages of prior torsion, as calculated by equati”on 3 .in

t~rms of unit shear, may be foun”d by referring to the c.or-
., responding points in figures 9 and 10.. Thes_e points. are

.
calculated from curves in figure ‘7 in & manner previously
described for figures 5 and 6.
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The rest. interval preceding each testis ind:i.cated
by a designat in.g.symbol far the curves. QP points On”the
diagrams.~ In:f:i.gure ~. the.shearproof stnresses ars plot=

#

.,ted: againstth~ corresp~nd$ng percentage of :prlor plastic
torsion. u:if-f~renc.&s.in the increments of plastic torsion
between curves permit the determination of the influence of
this variabLa.upon the. f~rm.of the stress-set cur~e and the
values of the derived proof 6tresses~~

—.
The d~stribution of

these—increments over the range of total prior torsion is
termed Iftorsion spacing.’+ Th~@hear stress-set relation–
ship, as affected by plastic tors?on, rest intmva,l, and
torsion spacing may he studied best by considering both
~~e.stress-eet curves :-ariathe derived curves showing the

.,

variation of the shear proof stresses with different de–
grees of-~i.or plastic torsicn? Thg ste~per .t-~e stre?s-
set curve ,the htgher are the- derived proof stres8es. hs
indices of torsional elastic strength, the proof stresses
based. on O.OOl– and 0.003—pgrcent torsional proof set
probably should receive .Qore consideration than t-he proof
st~esses based on larger pert-~ntages of plastti shear.
The .O,l-percent torsional proof set should be v~wed: aa an
index of the shear yield strength rather than as-an index , - ““
of–the shear .elastic,str~ngt h,

The oscillations of the 0.001– and 0.003–pert-ent
.

proof-stress curve (fig. 9) gen~ra~ly are larger than,
though similar to, the. curves for the higher. -values of
proof .se~ The oscillations ara therefore prtnc3-pally due
to changes In-trhe properties of..the=.te~t..specimen ,and not..-.—
to a lack of accuracy of,the testing apparatus.

..—
Theee

oscillations are qnalitat<vely similar to those obtiained
in the–-tensile proof stress-ex+mms50n curves for this
alloy (uferences 1 and 2) ,. . .

The stress–set curves (fig. ~] obtained after long
rest intervals general.1~.ar.e less steep than those obtained
after short—rest ,int-e~vals. For succ~sive” curves having

.. short .rest intervals of similar length; t-he curve corr=-
,., spending to the smaLler torsion spacing generally is

steeper; this &if_ference in steepness us_ually is net
markedi These relationtih.ips are best illustrated in the
derived diagram. OF--f~gUE.@ 9...... Pqinfs. co~_re~ponding to long
rest intervals are usually lower than thos~ corresponding
t-u short intwrvals. “ With.two successive point correspondi-
ng to eqyal rest in.tirvals , the second point% wh$ch oor-

,responds to a large prier. t..orsj.on-s~aci~usually is
slightly lower.

.

The ”oacillati~pns. (fig. 9.) due to ~-he influence of rest ‘ _
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interval and tors~on” spacing are superposed upon Qhrves
of variation of’ proof stresses due te prior plastic tor–
sion alone, These last-mentioned curves , hereinafter
te~med l~basic curves s11are smooth in form but cannot be
determined independently. The basic curves wbuld be ap–
proximately parallel tO curves drawn through the mean
posit~o.ns. of the oscillations. .

. . .
—

The basic O.l– “and 0.03-percent shear proof stress
curves in figure 9 would rise continuously over the” ind-i–
cated range of prior torsion. The two lower basic curves , ‘
however, would show a rise over only the initial part of-
the range of plastic torsion and would ~hereafter descend
gradually. These oscillations in the proof stre”ss’es (ref– “-~
erences 1, 2, and 4) probably are due to variations of in-
ternal stres~e The decrease of proof stress fallowing a

“ long rest interval is attributed to negative creep induced
by the preceding plastic deformation.

The ‘rapid initial rise of the lasic proof-stress
curves, (fig. 9) with prior torsion and the more gradual.

. rinse,.iv the upper curv~s for subsequent stages of prior
tor’s”ioh (O.l– and 0.03-percent set) are attributed to work
hardening of the metal ,in shear; that is, to the lattice-.
expansi.Qn factor.

T“he relative influence of plastic extension and
plastic shear may be noted in a comparison of figures 5
and 9.. The differences in proof-stress vEl,ues for corre–””
spending sets at zere abscis”sa are due to differences in
the initial hardness of the specimens. As previously

-.

. .noted, ,t.hi-scondition is due to the difference in treat–
ment of the as—received-annealed and laboratory—anneal,e d
material , an~~ may account for the generally lower value
of proof str”ess for the curve in figure 5 than for the “ .
corresponding curve ii figure 9. .,.

Because two’weeks had elapsed between the time of ‘ -
prior extension and the time of testing the specimens re-
ferred to in figure 5, it is presumed that the processes
of h;gative creep were completed during this” time inter—
val. This conclusion is evidenced by the gradual rise
of the proof-stress curves (fig. 5); if the process. of
negative creep was not completed in the extended specimens ,
there ‘would have been a large increase in the proof—stress
values between O and 0.5-percent extension (such as is
indicated in fig. 9),
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The-general rate of increase of ’proof stress in ‘the
ourves for Oi”Ol— to O.1-gerc&nt. set for t#n8iIe ’extmnsi.on
(fig. 5) is”greater than thatfar t~e corresponding curves
for priof plastic shear -(fig. ”9). It”:2s”of inti”rest;
tlrerefore j :t~;obtaia ‘an~indix of initial wo~k harderiing
of..tihis-~+t-al”.ifi.shezi~. If it-is”-astitime”d that the ratio
of shear strain to tensile strain is t-hwaam~as th”e the-
oretical equivalence of these factors; that is, 1+: 1, the
shear work–hardening index comparable to th~ pr~vlously
defined tensile wdrk-hardefiing index would be--the rat-io of
th~ o:~–p~rcent sheaf proof. stress at 4>percent prior

torsion t“o that at O percent p.r”ior”tors~on. For th? as-
received annealed alloy TA (fig. 9], .,t~hisratio Is 1.30,
a value somewhat- “smaller than the value of 1.70 previously
computed for &he tensile wor.bhar:dening index (fig. 5.)”.
This “difference- in work–hard~ni.n”g index .wguld be. .~ven

gr”ea”t=r; -xcept “fo”r-the rapid increase in shear proof
stresses during t-he initial stakes ‘of pri”or plastic” shear
(fig. 9). .!Thedifference in value probably-is. largely due
to the differences in hardness of “the. as-r~eceived ann,ealed... .
and labor”at-ory annealed specimens , . “ - . ,“

For the higher val~~;-.of-”>”~i”br :plasb~rai.?t.t”he
—

O.I–percent torsional proof Str:ess-:curve based on prior
extension (fig. 5), is steeper than the. curve based on

r

prior t-orsion (fig. .9).. At lar~e ya-:u~ .of prior deforma-
tion, however., “the averag{-r.i~e-~?f .t-h,e0,1-~ercent proof–
stress curve”” in figu%ti ““5‘;ov’er“% pr”i6”.r:—;~’[,ension increnienti-
of 1.0 percent is”-a.p”p[r,o:~rnat”~lye“q<;:v”ale-ntto the -average
rise of the corresponding .c~ve~ “in figure .9 over .a prior—
torsion ‘incre-menti=f 1.5 perc%nt~ This relat~onship indi-
cates that the work—hardening rates” for Iatige;.strain values
of the alloy induced by tensio~” or b“y”to-rsion are approxim-
ately equivalent i’f-the,as.sump”t~on r“egard-ing the. equivalence
of tensile to torsional “strain .“i6-’dorr.ect . .

.“

%lffemt””of Plastic Torsion on Stness-S.train .R_latio.nship

of–Annealed 18”: 8 Chromi~m-Nicke.l-St eel

T-he-corrected stress-dev~atfon curve of the an~ealed
alloy (fig. 7) tends to decrease. in” slope .an.dto -fnc.rease
in curvature with increase inplas-tic t~rsio~. There is,
moreover , no direct relatinmship between the form of this
curve and the duration of- the rest interval; The signif-

icance of variattin in the form of khe curve is revealed

in the derived diagrams (figs. 3 and 10).

u #
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.
,- The stress–modulus lines in figure 8 show an increase
in curvature with an increase in pr~or tors’ion. The ini–

. tial SIOppS of thes= curves , however, do:not vary in a
regular manner. The variation with prior torsion o.f the
shear modulus at zero stress ‘o and its linear stress

coefficient ,Co is shown in the upper and lowe”r curves ,

respectively, of figure ,10. The shear modulus decreases
with increasing plastic torsion at a gradually diminishing

.———

rate, reaches a minimum at about 8—perc,e.nt torsion and then
increases slightly with further torsion.

The value of co fluctuates considerabl~ throughout

the range of torsion. A curve drawn through the rne”an”posi- ‘“
tion of th,e points , however, would rise rapidly at first ,
reach a maximum at a torsion of shout 3: percent , and then

recede only slightly thereafter. Slight diff,eren_ces ,in th~
form of th? lower parts of the stress–modulus lines c-ause
large ,variations in the value of Co. B~cause of the
marked curvature of the stress—modulus lines for this” alloy,’
values ‘of the quadratic stress coefficient C I have been
derived from these curves and -plotted against prior torsion
(fig, 11)3 The derived curve may be considered as consist-
ing of oscillations superposed upon a. basic curve of smooth
form. The basic curve would rise continuously with torsion,
reach a maximum at a torsion value of about 12 percent,and
decrease ‘ther~after. This curve differs from the curve of
variation with prior extension of the quadratic strese co—
efficient V 1 of the tensile madulus ; as nut-cd in refer—
ence”s 2 and 4, the tensile curve rises abruptly to a maxi- .
mum and then decreases at a lesser rate,”reac-hin~ a zkro
value after 12— to 16-percent extension. —

Values of the shear modulus at an intermediate stress
of 20,000 pounds per square inch have been plotted against
prior torsion in figure 10; these values were obtained
directly from figure 8. This curve shows a general decrease
of this intermediate modulus G20. throughout the indicated
ra”nge ‘of prior torsion; the. curve is quite. smo.oth .,in””-f-orm.
It is qualitatively s.irnilar to the intermediate t.enei”le
modulus E30 and E50 curves for this allh”y.

It can be. .sho.wn that the differences between values of”
., ~20 and GO, at’ corre.s.pending prior $orsi.on.s are dependent

principally upon the large values of the “quadratic .stres s
coefficient C r, and, only to a lesser e~te”n”t upon–the
values. of co. The differences between values. of the ten–

sile moduli EO aniL ““E50 a.t corresponding extensions (ref-

erences 1 and 2) were found”to be dependent principally
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upon the magnitude of the lidear str~s coe-fficient Cn.

Itmust be not~d that the Gao curve (fig, ”10) is plotted .

over the lower range of deformati~n; whereas the E30
E“

and

50 curves are plotted over somewhat higher ranges of

deformation. The torsional stress–deviation curv%for

annealed 18 ) 8 chromium—nickel steel, therefore, I* nearly

a cubic parabola throughout the range-of prior torsion;
whereas tensile stress—deviatton curves of the f~rm of cu—
bic paraboks are obtained only in the initial range of
prior extension. The oscillations of th+curve fc! CO

(fig; 10) and c1 (fig. 11) are irregular and therefore
bear no apparent rslation to the magnitude of rest inter-
vals and torsion spacings. It is probable that the=e
irregularities are due part-ly to oscillations iq internal
stress and partly to limitations in the sensitivity of the
apparatus . The relatively smooth forms of thp curves of
variation of G

?
and ~20 with prior torsion (fig. 10)

indicat~ that t “me intervals .and torsion spacings exert
little influence on the values of these indices.

Eff-ect~f Prior Plastic Torsion upon Torsional Elastic

Strength.-of”Half–Hard and Hard Steel ..
.

...
The- torsional. stress–se t curves of—the half-hard and

the”hard18 : 8 chromium–nickel steels are shown in the
lower pogt%on of figures 12A and 123-, respect-ivel~, The
amount otiliqtal prior plastic torsion corresponding to
each curve may be obtained from the der-ived diagrams in
figures 14 and 15,

-.—

The stressyset curves for both .the half–hard and the“’..”..’
hard alloy cor.re,sponding -.to long rest intervals gen~~lly”

.,.,are“less sheep.than the.csurves imm~dtit-ely preceding or ‘
f.o,llowing which correspond to relatively short rest inter-,,
vals , This pheno”mencm is revealed in “the derived diagram
of -proof strkss versus prior -t”q.rsion.(fig. 14.) by the
minima in proof str,esse.s-.f.or i.nd.icated long prior rest
intervals. -

.. .

,.,,, .:
There is significant incres.se..iq,.:proof stresses (fig. -

.

14) accompanying t,he.init-ial increm.ent~.of prior torsion in
every chse . .With further torsion, the–,proof—stress curves
for O.Ol– to O.l–percent. s.e-trise. The proof–stress curves ‘ ‘
for O.OO1.- and 0.003–percent set for the half-hard 18 : 8
chromium-nickel st-eel (fig, 14A) first decrease and then
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.
-inc.rea,se with little oscillation; wher,eas the same curves
for the hard, alloy (fig. 14B) fl,uctqate appreciably, ex-

. ,-~i.biting.a general decrease with prior toq’sian. .
.,.

The oscillations. in the “curves probably are ,asso”ciated. .
Wit:h.variations in torsion spacing and rest intervals and

. are superposed upon basic. curves sho”wing more gradual .vari—
at ions. These basic curves would be approximately. parallel
to curves passing through the mean positi.oqq .of the’derived
points. The minima in the curves at points corresponding
to the longer prior rest intervqls iS attributed to nega–
tive creep, The variation of the basic curve for the mOst
part probably is due to variations in the internal stress.
The snail ris~ in the upper proof–stress curves of figure
14 suggests that, the influence of the .lattice.—expans ion
factor is slight;

.——

Shear Modulus of Elasticity of .Cold–Drawn Steel

The torsional stress-deviation curves for half–hard
and hard cold—drawn 18 : 8 chromium-nickel steel are shown –
in the upper portion of figures 12A a,g.d12B, respectively.
The solid—linp curves are derived. from the broken–line
curves by correcting for. the torsion.s.et obta”ineod from
the cor~esponding” torsion stress —set. curves immediately
below. There is no apparent relationship be.twee,n the form
of the stress-deviation curves a“nd the duratipn. of the
rest interval. All these lines, however, are prominently
curvsd.

The stress–modulus lines in figure 13 were derived ~
from the s,olid—line stress–deviation curves. with few
exceptions , the stres~-rnodulus line’s are styaight through-
out their exj.ent and s,lope. with respect to the. yert.ical.
The linear stress” coefficient.

co ‘ the index of this
slope, is indicated on each line. One n’o~abl~ exception
to the indicated linearity is the initial. str.ess–.modulus
line of the hard alloy. This, line, ~has,.pract.fcally ze~o
slope over the l~wer part of the: “s”tress range. but curves
appreciably at higher stresses”, indicating decreasing
ma.dulus values wi:th incr~as,ing .she,ar stress . NO signifi–
cant curvature occurs in the other stress—modulus lines.

—

Figure 15 shows the variation of the “Shear modulus
of elasticity at zero stress Go and its linear stress
coefficient .“CO with prior torsion for the half-hard and
the hard 18r8 chromium-nickel steels. These values are
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.. .
i;i--iv~k”l~~,o~$ti”gurks 12” and. 13. “ The. shear modulus .kt zero

——

~hre’sk - Go”. &f. the, half–hard’ alloy is h“ig”h6r”than the.! of
t-he hard alloy. During the i“nitial- stage of prior to”ision ‘. .
for the half–hard alloy, (fig. 15A) , Go decreaeee rapidly
t o a rnini”mum”buti---vhries little with further to”rsion. For
the. he,.rd alloy (fig. 15B) , the value Of Go fluctuates
with change in prior tor”sion; a mean curv= of “this varia-
tion would “show’ gradually decreasing values of sh+ar modu-
lus with incr~asing torsion.

,,

,.

The line=~r str~”ss” coefficient of t’h- modulus Co for
both half–hard and hard 1,8:8 chromium–nickel stm%l f luctu-
.ates somewhat but generally incr~ases with increas= in
mr,ior tnrsiqn; these oeci’allat ions are greatest for the
“hard all”oy. The oscillations in the curve of Co in
general have a like course to the curve of Q. (fig. 15).

Influence of Various Fact-ors’ “upon Torsional” and Tensile

,~la6 tic Properties “as hff~c’ted “%y Plastric Deformation
.,

The infl’ti-nc& of various factors upon torsfonal a-n-d
tensile Plastic proper ti~s as atiected in ea”ch case hY
mlast%c ext=+n-sion wa’s diEcuss@d in thk pr4c Pd”ing s=ct ion.,.
Tn th6 py~spnt ~iscu.ss,ion,” th’~ v~riatio~ of t-he t=+neile
filastl &”pr”QF6r,+ies” “with progr-s”iva pl-astie ex”t-s ion is

,-

com~ared with the .v~riat”ion of th~ tor”tiional elastic
pro~=r.~i~- w~’th ‘“progress iv~” plastic torsion.

The incr~ase in int-rnal str~ss with increasi-ng
plas~”ic de f.ormat-ioh of the .anntialed “al~oy tends to lowpr
both t-orsio?al’ (fig. 9) and: terrs.$le proof sbr.ess~s (rAf– ..

er+nc~s 1 :and 2) for th~ sqallfir 6Rt valu Q”s (0.003– and
‘O.OO1–percent- s~t]. ~urth~rmorej this increase “in in-
t~rnal strese tends to increase the linear (Co) and the.

“quadratic .(Ct),6tTe66 eosffi. cients of the modulus for
both torsion and tension. Thi.i’..intireas-- also h%rds to

caus~ a sl~ght initial rise in the Go and E. Curves
(fig. 10. an”d refer Price-.2).

Thp’ g.en~rk”l tlecrease- of’+ih~” shpa~ modulus’at zero

“ Stre”ss Go of th~ annealed’ -alloy with prggrcs”eive prior
torsion (fig? 10) proba%ly is due t-o the dominant influ–,,
Pnc,e’ of t he. lat~”=~—expans”~on factor ; this factrur also
was, apparently’ dominant in th~””ldw%ring of .“”%b”tit~~silt?
modulus at z~ro stress ~- with progressive prior PxtM-
si on. T-hi la~tice~pxpans ?on factor ~r=dominate~ -in cAus-
ing_ad. ecr ease Of t-he quadratic ~tre~s .co~fficient of th~

1 I
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shear modulus C ~“ for the higher degree of” torsion (fig.
11); it b~came dominant; howeti~r,’ at somewhat smaller
equivalent deformations in causing lowering of C I in
th- t~nsi~e t~stsi This same factor is effectiv~ in caus-
ing a rise of the proof stresses for’ the higher values .of “-
set with progr~ssive prior d~formation in both torsional
(fig. 9) and tensile tests.” The general decrease in shear
proof stresses after a long rest interval. following prior .,”
torsion is probable evidence of a partial decrease in
hardn-ss of th~ metal., which is a manifestation of “the
inflfi~nce of the lattice-expansion factor, --

As previously noted, plastic deformation tends-to
changp the orientation of grains of annealed polycrystal- . .
line metals from the random to a preferred state. B~cause
of directional variation of the modulus of elasticity of.
a m-tal crystal, this ahange to a .preferrsd orientation
may affect the mean modulus of elasticity of such aggre—”
gates. The e“ffect of this chang~, however, usually be-
comes evident only after s~vere plastic d.~formaticns ,. .

This factor is pr~valent in..causing at igdicat~d
large deforrnatiops the risa of the curves showing varia—
tion, of the tensile moduIus E. with progressive exten.—
sion for mon~l metal, InconPl, Copper, and nickel. It iS
not prevalent , however , in the tensilp curves for an–
n~almd 18 : 8 chromiuh–nickel st~el, Although the range
of”d~formation indicated in the ~o, curv~ (fig. ,10) is
small, the general decrease in sl?pe of this curve may
possibly bk associated wit-h a change ifi crystal orienta–
tion.

—

.-.

In reference 1., the influence of prior plastic exten-
sions upon the tensil~ elastic properties of the half—hard
and hard 18 : 8 chromium–nickel ste~l was shown. The half–
hard gradp uspd for thqt investigation had received._~p–
proximately th~ sam- amount of Cold,work as had the half-
hard material used in-th~ present investigation; the -hard
materials use,d for the two investigations differed .consid–
erably. The, comparison will therefore be. made only of the
r=sults of th~ torsion, and tension tests upon half—hard
18 :,;8chromium-nickel steel, Th~ two steels used in the
prespnt investigation differeti little in hardpess. ,

An ~nitial rapid rise of all”the proof.—str=ss—. .
deformation curves of the cold~drpwn.allo.y oc”aurs in all

-—

cases whether. t.asted in tension or torsion. This rise
probably is due-to ths r~duction of internal stress aCCOm-

.
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pa.nying initial-deformation. The ””smaMer-rate of. rise of
the proof-stres,s -.cur.vesfor 0,03-. and O.1–p*rcent s-t with
further d6fcmmation is also” characteristic of bdih the

.

t-ensilb and torsional :cases.r Although this condition may
be due partly ho the furthe-r relief of internal atrese,
it probab’l”y ’”is“due &o-a greater extent to th=-additional

.wo~k hardening. of the .metal~ thtit is, to tih~ lattice-
expansi.on factor; Zn tensile tests of the half-hard alloy
and ih tmsional te-sts of thp hard-alloy,” the-proof-stress
curves based on lower set values fluctuate during the fur-
ther stages of deformatiofi, The..more abrupt- oscillations
probably ar~ due to fluctuations in rest interval. The
proof=stress values corresponding to the longer prior rest
interva16 “generally are lower.

—

The” torsional-and tensile-modulus (Co and EO)

curves of, th~ “cold–drawn,alloy “(sPe ftig. 15 “and reference
1) exhibit’s decrease ”-with increatie in””deformation. Thie
condition probably is due to the dotiinating influence of
the lattice–expansion factor. Th~ initial valu~ for. co
for the hard 18 : 8 chromium–nickel steel is low in the
torsion case (fig. 15)? but is high in the tgnsil-encase
(reference l);

.

this sugg~sts that the tu~ing ust?d in tgr- ,
sion test= may have been given a stress–relief anneal~ng
treatm-nt following cold drawing during manufacture,

‘

INFLUENCE OF ANNEALING TEMF3U3ATURE ‘ON TORSIONAL ELASTIC
.

E’ROPER.TLES OF 18 : 8 CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

The effect of annealing t-emperature upon the tensile
elastic properties of 13 : 8 chromium–nickel. stee”l was disc-
ussed in references 2 a;d 3. Ib was found that by anneal-
ing the coliL-worked 18: 8 alloy within a range of tempera-
ture- below, that.of recryst-alli zatl.on, .a definite increase
in tensile prqof stresses and tensile modulug of elas.ttcity
Wa.S obtained. Similar .expari.ment s have- be=n made to atacer-
tain the ~ffect of annealing t-emp~rature OQ the torsional
elastic properties in the.present investigation. A series
of torsion—t-es”t specimens of the har~—alloy tubing was:
annealed at--temperatures ra~iqg.frorn ro.on”.te.mperatu”re t-
1900° T“with each’’specimefi annealed a’t.a diff=rent tempera-
ture. A stress–set- curve and a stresq–deviation curve f-r
each specimen ‘ar- shown in th~ lower’ and ’upper portions ,
respect-ively, of figure .160 The temperature At which each
specimen was annealed is indtcated on the corresponding
curve . The cm”ves for an annealing temperature of 19CR% F

.

I
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.
occupy only a small stress range; they are based on the
same data as are thp initial curves in figure 3 which
were drawn to a more open stress scale. They are r~p~o- . .

duced in figure 16 for the purpose of comparison.

Effect on Torsional Elastic -Strength

For specimens annealed within the range ,of300° to
11000 r, the initial part of the shear stress-set curves
is more nearly vertical than that for. the. cold–drawn tu%–
ing as received (fig. 16), The maximum shear, stress
reached over the indicated torsion—set range is greatest
for annealing temperatures ranging from 500° to 9009 F,

The variations in form of the stress-set curves are
more clearly re~ealed in the derived curves (fig. 18)
showing variation of proof stresses with annealing tem—
perature . The shear proof stresses i~crease with increas-
ing annealing temperature up to about 900° F and then.
decrease rapidly with further increases in temperature: _ ._

Effect on Shear Modulus of Elasticity

and Its Stress Coefficients

The solid–line stress–deviation curves in the upper
row of figure 16 have been corrected for permanent shear.
These corrected curves tend to become more nearly vertical
with increase in the annealing temperature . A high value
of the shear modulus for the fully ann~aled metal (1900° F)
is indicated by the slope. to the left of the corresponding
cc.rrected curve. Such a negative slcpe is caused by the
selection of an assumed shear—modulus value smaller than
t,he modulus of the test material. The stress-deviation
curves for temperatures of 3000, 5000
1300° F are somewhat curved,

, 700°, 900°, and
indicating a variation of the

modulus with shear- stress.

The derived stress–modulus lines for metals annealed
at various t~mperatures are given in figure 17.

—
Curves :..

indicated by annealing temperatures of 300°, 500°, 700°,
9000, and 13000 F have positive values of. CQ; the remain-
ing lines have an initial zero slope. The stress-modulus
lines are curved at the higher values of stress. The quad-
ratic stress coefficients of the modulus corresponding to

these lines, however, are small; no’tabulation of these

values is given.
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F i.gqr”e,1$3,,6:hows”,,t.he”var ia’~.i:o~;-of‘t-h~e.,she a> ,modulue

of ela-sti”ci~y at” zpro ‘st.r-i’ss ““Go ‘aii~’”its- linear str”e~e
coefficient co with annealing temperature; Go shows

a gen~ral- .:incre,ase.yith. increase .in annealing temperature
with the value of the modulus hei”ng nearly constant over
the range from 5000 to 1100o F. A further increase in
annealing temper atur e,, which produces softening causes a

., more rapi@ .r,ise ..in..t,he..aduluusus..:;!ll,~e.,~inear qtre,sa .coe,f—
f ic.i,ent:of,..the m,@ulus ~C:~” re”ache~ .a~..tiii’m~m,~for.”a“n ~n-
anealing te,mpe.rat~re of..5000 J?.liuti.decrea~e-e @t higheiti
t~mperatures --- ., .. . “ ---. .,.. .

Influence of Various Factors upon Torsional

and Teneile Elastic Properties

The curves showing the variation of torsional and
t“ensile proofi stresses with different annealing tempera–
tures are similar in fcrm. A maximum is reached in both
sets of curves at about- 900 0 F (fig, 18 and references 2
and 4). With increase- of annealing temperature up ta
9000 J?, there is evidence of a slgnificant~e crease in the
int%rnal strebs. T.liis change of. internal stress tends to
increase the shear (fig. 18) and tensile proafitresses-~
‘.iit-hfurther i’ncrease in t-empez%ture, the infltience of
recrystallization or softening of the m,etal will predomi—
nate in causing a lowering ofibotb torsional and .tensfle
proof fitress-.

.

.

- . ...

‘l!h~ curves showing variation ob the modu_lus of elas-
ticity and of its. linear stress coefficient with dlft%rent
annealing temperatures for both torsion and tension are
similar in form. The influence of recrystallization; that
is , elimination of work—hardening or lattice—expansion
Pffects, evidently pre,do”minates over the whole range of
annealing temperature and causes a rise with progre.s.sively
increasing temperature of both, the shear and..tensile rnodpli ._____
of elasticity. The decrease of ?nkrnal stress in the
internmdiate temperature range (5.00°ti9 ll.OQ” F)probabl~-
is responsible for the “decreased, slope of the modulus–
temperature -curve in-this region (fig, 19):

Maxima in the curves ofl co with annealing t=empera—
ture are obtained at an intermmliate”. temperature -in both
t~rsion and tension. The cause for these ma~ima has not
been ascertained.

.

.

1 ‘w
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... ..~. C ONCLUS I@NS
,., ,,,

. .
.

.

.

The effects of plastic ”deformation (extension or tor-
sion) on the shear elastic properties of 18 I 8 chromium—
nickel steel were studied and in ma”ny.respect 8 were found
qual%tat-ively similar to the effects of Plastic exten~i~n
.on.the. tegsile elastic properties .of.this metal. .In the
following gqn~r~l conclusions , ,th~ exce,pt~ons”will be
notpd.

— ,-.——
,, .!---- ---- ——

“1. ‘“’An incomplete view of the,.torsional elastic prop–
erties of this alloy is obtain-d by considering either
the strsss–set or stress-strain relationship alone. Con–
sideration should be giyen both relationships.

2. Shear stress–set curves may be used to de~ive
proof stresses that represent the stresses causing various
amounts of .permaneat s~t.. Goqrespondin,g shear-stress-
strain and”.stress-set curves may be used to.derive. cor—
rected stress-strain curves r~pr~senting the variation of
plastic strain with stress.

. . . . . . ., . . . . - .,,.....- ----- -
T,,L, Curves showing. variat.i?n,of shear..proof. 5~T?88eS

with prior plastic defer.mat~on often consist of” oscilla-
tions superposed an. a..gr@aual .,w~ve;?ke .:rnean.CUFVqy.. .?’hese
oscillations generally.ar.e .associat~d with. va~iati.ons -in
the” durat,$gn of the rest i~t~r.va~;qn~ the-di-gr~e Q~ .defor–
mat ion spacing..

., ., . .
. .:,..-”’,.’.. .“. ”-’... “-””.:-”

. . . .
4. The ~roof etress~s .r~pree~n$ing’.~h~ p.?i~ie?t~.set ‘ .

values of 0.01, 0,03, and.0~1 per-cent ,gen-e~al~y ’increase
continuously with prior plastiic.,defor~at ion, The OwOOl–
percent proof stresses and, in some c+ses, the 0:003=, .
percent proof stresses do not increase or decrease continu—
ously but fluctuate and shown little. general upwa~d or
downwe.rd..trf?nd with deformation. These,. oscillations we ge~”
erally more pronounced ,f,or the .work~harden{d ‘than-for the
annealed allay: ,,

.. .—
5. The variation .of the shear proof stress with Prior

p~astic deformation is affec,ted.by: (a) macroscopic in–
t.ernal stress , which is caused by nonuniformity of plastic
deformation Df different parts of the effective cross

-.

s=ction[ (b) microstructural internal stress, wh}ch iS
caused by initial differences in th= resistance to plastic
deformation of -variously oriented grains of. a pOlyCrYstBl–
line aggregate and to differences in. strength of.different

_-, .. ..,, ,-. ,_.-..,
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micro constituents ; and (c) space -latt-ice changeia Involved
i.n work hardening; that is , the work-hardening factor or
the lattice-expansion f-actor.

,

‘___

.6. The” var”iktion ,oP”the shear proof stresses with
prior plas%ic deformat-ion is affected by t-he rate of work
hardening and by the change of internal stress, both
macroscopic and microstfuctural. Work hardening tends to
increase the proof stre~s. Increase of internal stress
tends tO decrease the procf stresses; especially the
proof stiesses that may be regarded ah fndices of elastic
strength (O.OOl– and 0.0@3–percent proof stress). The
lack of a significant- rise of these lower proof–stresses
with prior plastic defmrmat:ion probably is due to a gen-
eral. increase of internal stress,

7: Rest, following deform~tion, tends t-o lower the
.-

proof stresses , especially those representing the lower
values of set (0.001 and 0.003 percent), It is believed
that rest probably causes some decrease In hardness of
the metal.

8. Curves of variat”i.on of the secant modulus with
stress may be dertved from corrected shear stress-strain
curves . The stress–modulus lines for the annealed alloy
frequently are curved. With p~ogressiv~ prior plastic
torsion the curvature of the” shear stress–modulus line
increases slowly, reaches a maximum aft=r moderate plas—
tic’ torsion, and then decreases. With prior plastic ex-
tension, however, the curvature of the tensile stress-
modulus line increases rapidly and then decreas~s ; this
line becomes straight after moderate extension of the
alloy. The stress–modulus lines for t~w work–hardened
alloy in both shear and” ti~nsion exhibit negligible our–
vature .

9.” Linearity of t-he shear stress-modulus line indi-
cates that the corresponding stress-strairi” lig.e is. .a .=. ._ ... __—
quadratic parabola. The ourvatae of such a parabola;
that is, the slope. of the stress-modulus line, may be
measured b.v the lin”ear sti.ess:-coefficient of the modulus .
The shear modulus at zero st-res~ may be obtained by ex–
trapolating the. stress- modulus “line to zero .stresss

10. When the shear stress—modulus line fS curved
from the origin, a second constant , &he quadratic stress
coefficient of the shear modulus , is required to repre–

“ sent more adequately the curvature of the stress—modulus
line. For some metals free from the effects of cold ,
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work, the linear stress coefficient is zero, the quadratic
stress coeffici~nt has a positive value , and the stress—
strain line is a cubic parabola. When the str’ess–modulus
line. is curved and not vertical at t’he ,ori”gin, the stress–
strain line may be viewed eith~r as’ ~ superposition of a
cubic parabola on a quadratic parabola or as “a pa-rabola
with an exponent between 2 and 3.

,. ... - .-.

11. When” the shear modulus at z“e’l-o”stress, its” linear
and quadratic, ~t”r,ess coefficients , “a”nd‘the shear proof
stresses have been derived, a fairly ‘complete description ““--– ._
of the elastic properties of a metal in shear is available.

., . ..- ...----.,.,.. .— —
.-

12. Be&aus@.. of the great directi’bn&i variation” of the
modulus of elasticity of some metal “c~~stals , a change in
orientation of th:e-”grains of a polycrystalline aggregate
may greatly affect the modulus—deformation curve. Anneal–
ing may have a significant ’influence ‘on the crystal orien–
tation and thus affect ’the modulus bf.’elasticity.

.:,,,

13. The curves of the shear modulus at zero Stress
with prior plastic deformation for many metals are con-.
tlnuously influenced by three important variables: crystal
orientation, internal stress, an”d lattice expansion,

~e. —.-

. ,curves.,of variation of the linear and quadratic stress
~~ooeff”icien,ts :of the modulus with plastic defor”mat_ion are

cont~inuous.ly iaf.luenced by the last ttio f’a”c”tors. A change
in d.o.minance :fr.,o.mone factor tto.anot”her ,id “ac-cb”rn~,a;riiedb-j
a -reversal .@ ;t,he.corresponding curve. The ’”effect of the
reorientation factor, on t-he”18 : “8 chromium-n”ickel alloy is
not known, but it is not sufficient to become dominant in
any of the curves obtained for this alloy.

14. For the anqealed alloy, thp internal stress fat– .
tor is dominant in causing the slight initial rise in the _
curve af variation of the shear modulus at zera stress
with the first stages of defurm.ation, beyond which the
lattice–expansion factor becomes continuously dominant in
causing a decrease Qf t“he modulus.

15. Dominance of the internal-stress factor causes a
rise in both the linea,r and quadratic stress coefficients
of the modulus dur”ing the initial stages of deformation
of the annealed alloy. Upon further deformation, the
lattice–expansion factor becomes dominant and causes a
lowering of these indices. The range of prior deformation
within which the quadratic coefficient rises, however , is
somewhat greater in shear than it is in tension, The
internal–stress factor is dominant over a greater range of

deformation in shear than in tension.
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16. An increase of internal- stress finds to cause an
iacrease of the” linear stress c-oefficient of the mcdulus,
A decreas~- of. internal stir~ss accompanying plast-ic exten-
sion or annealing tends to cause a decrease of this coef-
ficient.

17. Annealing the cold-drawn alloy at about 9QO” F
for rellef ofi-f.nternal stress causes a significant- in–
crease in shear -proo~ stressesi “especially those for
0.00G-and O.001-per.cent set:” “

18, The shear modulus at ze”ro stress for the cold–
drhwn alloy shows a general increase with increase of
annealing temperature At least up h 19000 F. This in–
crease is”due. to the decrease of work—hardening or
lattice-expansion effect-s. The shear modulus “at zero
stress, however , is almost constant for annealing tempera-
tures ~ver. ljhe range 5005 to 1100° F. In this range the
ef-feet of decreasing lattice ex>ansion with increasing
annealing temperature is balanced by the effect of de–
creasing inte.r.nal stress. ;

,
An investigation of the inf-luence of plastic. defer.-

mat ion and of annealing on the torsional elastdc proper—
.G

ties of a number of “nonferrous mtitals” is-in “progress”, It .

will be Of infjerest to learn ~- Whafixtpnt. ~h~ conclusions

drawn relative to the influence of”plastic deformation on
the tensile “and torsional elastic properties of the 18 : 8
alloy may a~ply to these--~ther metals.

National Bureau okStandai-ds ,
--

Washington, D. C., November 9, 1942.

NOTE:” The l’measurelt given on the illustrations is
to be used for scaling the curves in ordpr”
to get close readings as desired.

,..

,,

r
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TABLE I,- CHWM~CAL lJOMpOSITION OF 18 : 8 C~OMIUM_HICKEL STEEL

3$-Z:-F-EiZ
Grade o~-hardne”ss Designation

(percent) (~erbent) (percent)

TABLE

.——-. ——

Grade of
hardne68;
as receive.c

—. ——
Annealed
—-—_ __
Half-hard

Hard ‘

—-— ____

II.– DETAILS OF THERMAL AND”MECHANICAL TREATMENTS OF
. . .. . . . .,.

18 : 8 CHROMIUM-ITICICEL STEEL
.--—— —.

.Specimen
designa-
H.on*

iA””
-—— -—
TB -
,—————-—_

TC
TC-j, “.:
TC:5 ‘
w-j.
TC49.
TC:ll” “

TC-13..

TC-19
TC-19R-O.5
TC-19B-1
TC-19R-2
TC!-19R-3”
TC-19R-5”
TC-19R-1O
TC-19R-20,

.———— -— .

.Anneeling
t6m~era-.
ture “
(deg T)
.-.—- —-
----------
. . .
-——— -.

-——--— —
----- ---=. . . .

..300.

‘“500‘
.700

‘.goo‘..
1100 ‘
1300,.

I,,-..,lg.oo

.-———-

---—____
Ls’received
-—————___
La- received
——- ---4

rece~yed

. .

,1.... .’ .

.
,,,

1“

“[’
h

1.’

..-

. .--- —-— .

A—-U- .

:“ooled.in

,.:..—---—

——. . .

.-—--— -

1“

.,.

.,::.,.

~ir.,,..,..

Water-.

1“[

Vater ..

—--——

——--—- -——.

iechanicel treatmant
:ollowhg heat treat-
Jent

.----——---— . .

. . ,
$.

. . . . .

,.
,’

,!,,
. .

‘:iixtefid&d0,5 percent
Extended 1.0 perccat
‘Extbnded 2.0 jarcent .-
Extende.d 3.0 porccnt ...-
Extended ~.O percent
“Extendad10.O percent
Extended20 .Opercenti,.—— -—

*In the sme~imon desi~ati’on the.number. fblhwirig th”einit3.aldash ind~tes
the “annee.li-~t~oratura in hundreds. - TI16 10~ter-R follo~~ !~is number.

indicat-es that the specimen has been reduced further’by exte.usion; the amount
of extension in perce~t i~-dosigna~cdby the numbqr following the second dash.,.

,
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TABLE III.- TORSIOI?AL PROPERTIES FOR lg: g CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL

b

Grade of
hardness

as
received

luulaalcd

Half-hart
* .- ——— ——

.
Herd

.

.

Specimen
designation

M

IB
.-———-.——
I?c

iW’-3

NL5

LW-7

TC-9

Tc-11

TC-13

Tc-lg

Tc-lgwo ,5

TC-19R-1 ,0

TG-19R-2.o

PC-19R~3.O

TC-19R-5.O

Tc-lgwlo,o

Tc-19R-20.o

Initial she= proof stress (lb/sq in.)

o,1-
percent
-proof
set

23,000

53,500
.———-—
66,900

69,mo

72,200

73,000

73,390

6~,200

54,300

13,700

16,600

M,200

a ,000

23,300

25,gao

32,500

42,000

0.03-
percent
proof
set

19,700

47,900
-————
55,000

~:,ooo

62,I.00

63,o~

63,aoo

59,700

46,100

10,600

14,zo0

16,000

17,000

M,goo

20,/300

24,goo

2g,400

. . .

0.01-
percent
proof
set

16,300

37,000

43,200

bg,300

53,200

55,0QQ

56,200

52,600

33,200

7,700

10,500

11,900

12,600

13,700

14,700

16,600

18,400

0.003
percent
proof
set

14,700

29,000
-——-.
30,200

39,600

44,500

46,900

M,loo

44,500

?0,000

5,400

4,500

7,200

a,000

79500

9s500

10,000

11,700

).ool-
)erc ent
mo of
;0‘c

:0,000

n ,000
.—--
L1,000

?9,000

?9,000

40,500

579500

M ,000

LO,500

4,400

2,60CI

4,200

5,(loo

4,300

7,000

7,200

9,100

Elastic
coofficionts

Initial
shear
modulus
at zero
stress,

(::/
sq in.)

b

11 .42X10C

—

U.06x10e
-————--
10.’54X10C

lo.~~

10.97

lo.gz?

11.03

11.0

11.30

11.11

n. 07

11.24

11 ● 01

10.97

logo

10,53

Initial
1inear
stress
cooffi-
ciont of
the
shear
modulus ,

c
o

0

13.9X10-7.
————
0

3,9X10-7

Q,l+

3.6

3,6

c1

3.4

0

0

0

0

0

4.0

0

0
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Figure U-ltf?d.

Figure 2.- Optical tcreion meter.
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Figure 9.- Variation of shear proof stresses with prior torsion
for annealed 18:8 chromium-nickel Steel TA.
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(Measure wi+17 ~/so’r)

Fig. 19
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temperaturefor 18:8 chro~um-niokel steel TC.


